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Development of students in terms of personality,
knowledge and overall employability remain to be the
prioritized item on the agenda of any academician.
Business Studies Department through its flagship
publication ‘Business Mirror’, is ready once again for
sharing of knowledge and real value addition amongst the
students and teaching communities. I am sure the readers
would be enlightened through the enriched experiences of
the students and academicians. Their expertise and
exposure get mingled in such a way that the reader should
finish with something new and novel in the management
and business studies fraternity.

Dr. Azzah
Ahmed Said
Al-Maskari

I wish happy reading and knowledge sharing to all! !
Dr. Azzah Ahmed Said Al Maskeri

Business Mirror as the name itself suggests, is a real mirror
of the contributions of the academicians and students of
the Business Studies Department. It is indeed a result of
the brain storming and value added discussions of the
contributors in sharing the knowledge amongst the
readers. Both the conceptual and live topics are woven in
such a way so as to create a chain of enriched experience
while reading. The quality contents are good enough in
order to arouse the interest level of the readers and real
takeaways from this edition. . My heartiest congratulations
to the entire team for this edition weighty with the
knowledge.

Dr. Issa Saleh
Hamood
Al-Amri

Dr. Issa Saleh Hamood Al-Amri

At the outset let me take this opportunity to thank
my website and publication committee, along with
the contributors who made this issue of Business
Mirror a grand success. We had been continuously
improving and enriching the contents of the in-house
publication, and I am indeed proud to present this
edition to all of you.
Dr. Siraj K.K.

Dr. Siraj K.K.
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It is with immense pleasure we present the Volume V for Business Mirror. It has always been the effort
by the Business Studies Department to create a common platform for Staff members and Students to
form a pool of knowledge and value additions. May it be in the form of an Article or Research Paper or
sharing of interactions and discussions with corporate persons or Entrepreneurs, knowledge flows from
all the possible avenues. Tapping these channels, Business Studies Department presents one more
issue of Business Mirror.
The present issue reflects each and every aspect of the department in the fall and spring semesters of
the academic year 2015-2016. Students are the real strength of the nation. Molding their talent and
creativity and increasing their employability remains to be the continuous process. Qualities and
skillsets like confidence, communication, subject knowledge, knowledge about the current affairs, time
management, work–life balance, professional approach and analytical skills are prerequisites. Use of
extensive information technology tools is also a requirement of the day. In conclusion, smart but
efficient working is the essence of the current times. Teaching fraternity has a crucial role to play in this
entire procedure.
In this context, the current theme of the Business Mirror ‘Molding tomorrow’s Managers’ aims to
gather the various perspectives shared by our valuable contributors. There are various sub themes
woven around the main theme forming a conceptual framework in real sense.
This issue of Business Mirror throws some light on a few but not all aspects of the referred areas.
We hope that the readers will find it useful for them and establish their real connect with the published
data.
We express our sincere thanks to all, whose good wishes and efforts actually enabled in shaping up this
edition. Last but not the least, Dean, HOD and HOSs of Business Studies department remain to be the
guiding lights without whose support this issue would not have been possible. We express our sincere
gratitude towards them as well.
May almighty bless us all with good health and progress!
Happy Knowledge Sharing
With complements from
Editorial Team

Editorial Panel

Advisory Panel
Dr. Azzah Ahmed Said Al-Maskari
Dr. Issa Saleh Hamood Al-Amri
Dr. Siraj K.K.
Mrs. Reshma D'sa
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Arabic language and its position among
other languages
- By Dr. Moemen Ibrahim Borham Al-Hawari, Department of Business Studies, Ibra College of Technology
Language a brief introduction:

The Importance of Arabic language:

Language is a product not of one cause but of several factors.
It is, in fact a social creation, a human invention an
unconscious invention of a whole community. As Professor
Whitney has observed, it is as much an institution as a body
of unwritten laws, and like these it has been called forth by
the needs of developing society.”

The language is considered as a miracle of god in his glorious
book. Arab carried Islam and the language of Koran to the
world. The people of west – Asia and North Africa, preferred
language of holy Koran.

Language is a big miracle. it’s have great intrinsic value in the
life of every human being .It is the tool that holds ideas and
concepts that links between people of the same nation.
Language ensures similarity and harmony among them.
Language is one of the most marked, conspicuous, as well as
fundamentally characteristic of the faculties of man. The
importance of language for man and society cannot be
minimized. As a personal thing, language is not only a mode
of communication between individuals but is also a way for
the expression of their personality.
Language is the cultural arsenal which builds the nation and
protect its existence. German Philosopher Fichte said,
“Language makes the nation which speaks it as a whole thing
which is subjected to the laws. It is the true link between the
world of objects and the world of the mind association.”
Voslr Said:, “ The national language is a Spirit”
Mustafa Saidiq Rafi says: “The language is one of the historic
manifestation”

Persians whom joined Islam participated in the burden of
explaining the Arab language and its literature rules for
others. The language is the civilized in the world for a long
time. Arabic language is the oldest language which still has
characteristics of words, structure, literature and fiction and
can express different perceptions of silences.
Muslims believe that the Quran, as well as the Torah and the
Gospels, is based on a tablet written in Arabic that exists in
heaven with God. They believe that the teachings of these
scriptures, revealed at different times in history, originate
from this source
It is considered as the mother of a group of languages known
as syntactic languages which were originated in the Arabian
Peninsula. These Arab languages are as Himyaritic language,
Aramaic Babylonian, Hebrew and Ethiopian or supreme in the
western terminology.
The Arabic language is the socializing tool among millions of
people who found in the earth, it is constant in its origin and
roots. It is renewed because of its advantages and
disadvantages.

Forensic Accounting – A Myth or Reality?
- By Dr. Abhijit S. Kelkar, Lecturer,
Department of Business Studies, Ibra College of Technology
Background
It is said that Frauds will exist till the human beings exist!
Wrong doings, window dressings, exaggerations, creating the
image larger than life have all become the routine things
now. Be it a communication of periodical results by the
Industry, be it a marketing of the products / services by the
Industry or anything in which human element is involved,
creating the larger than life picture is a common thing. When
it comes to the preparation of the financials by the
organization, the scale and intensity of all the manipulations
are observed to be at peak.
Data have been the major factor for decision making.
Irrespective of the nature, quantum and quality of the data,
the need of the existence of the data remains undoubted. It
is the backbone of any activity in which human element is

involved. The reason being, based on the results, the decision
making will be done by the investors and many other
stakeholders of the business. Especially with reference to the
investment decisions, routine functioning of the organization,
projections with reference to the future and so on, data are a
crucial factor. Authenticity, genuineness and adequacy of the
processed data make presentation, analysis and decision
making easy.
Current Scenario

Over a period of time, due to growing scale, nature and
complexity of the businesses, the quality and scope of data
collection have been showing a declining trend. The
concealment of material facts, incomplete inclusion of the
facts or even inclusion of extra items altogether different
from the actuals give an opportunity to present more rosy
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picture and earn some extra income for the organization. In
turn, it affects the decision making of the users of the
information. Thus, the role played by the creators and
presenters of the data is important in the decision making
done by the stakeholders.
Recently unearthed scams in India, Oman and many more
countries have clearly shown the importance of the
presentation of the information and its long term
implications in stock markets.

In this scenario, the question remains unanswered, “Are
manipulations a need or greed?”
The answer is perhaps, both. However, the acceptance of the
fact that the manipulations are need to a certain extent does
not mean that they should be formalized. The gimmicks and
shenanigans to the extent within the corners of legal and
technical frames could be perceived to be the smarter ways
of presentations beyond which they would enter the region
of ‘Frauds and Misrepresentations’.
Remedial measures and emergence of concept
Auditing and internal checks are the tools which are proven
to be inadequate in the course of rapidly changing ways of
doing frauds and misrepresentations. Auditors have been the
watch dogs from the emergence of the concept of auditing.
However, the present situation demands to have an Owl to
keep an eye on watch dogs as well. When the fraudsters
have found the new ways and techniques on one hand, on
the other hand there has been an emergence of a specialized
branch with in detailed and focused approach. It rests on the
foundation laid down by the Auditing and Internal checks
systems even though it has created its own aroma in terms of
the vivid approaches with which it attacks the frauds and
misrepresentations. Even involvement of auditors in most of
the cases of frauds and misrepresentations all over the world
have raised a real reasons of concern.
Thus, merely the accounting and auditing do not suffice the
purpose. Even though conceptually they might, the creators
and implementers of the same have made it impossible. This
is the global problem and have to be attended by all the
nations unequivocally.
The creation and formalization of one such concept to have
something more than the routine Accounting and Auditing
was observed in early 2000s in United Kingdom and United
States of America even though the concept was coined for
the first time by Mr. Maurice E. Peloubet in 1946. He said
“Financial statements have some but not all the
characteristics of forensic accounting.” It took almost 60
years for UK and USA to formalize the concept in their
accounting and auditing practices. Sarbanes Oxley Act of
2002 also confirmed the need and existence of the concept.
This concept is nothing but a ‘Forensic Accounting’. It
remains to be one of the emerging areas in the fields of
Accounting, Auditing, Taxation, Management Information
System (MIS), Project Management and many more. Many
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nations all over the world have recognized the importance of
Forensic Accounting.
Meaning and Definition
Forensic Accounting is basically an integration of accounting,
auditing and investigative skills in a systematic manner.
“Forensic Accounting is the application of accounting
principles, theories and discipline to facts or hypothesis at
issues in a legal dispute. It encompasses every branch of
accounting knowledge.” (Definition by American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants)
“Forensic Accounting is a science (i.e., a department of
systemized knowledge) that deals with the application of
accounting facts gathered through auditing methods and
procedures to legal problems usually dealing with financial
and valuation issues.
(Ref. Article by Grippo, Frank J. & Ibex in ‘National Public
Accountant’ June 2003 edition)”
Anything which can be considered as an evidence in a court
of law is forensic.
Scope and role
Forensic Accounting is that branch which deals with the
accounting frauds and misrepresentations. With many facets
of frauds growing exponentially with the internal and
external factors affecting them, the scope of Forensic
Accounting is expanding. As the concept is in its emerging
stage, the clear and structured picture of the concept is yet
to emerge. Right from the Accounts Receivables, Accounts
Payables, Salaries and Remuneration to Inventory,
Recruitment of manpower, Revaluation of assets and
liabilities and much more, the scope of Forensic Accounting
has been a wider as the list is inclusive and not exhaustive.
The qualities and competencies of the Forensic Accountant
are different and more effective than that of the Auditor.
Proficiency in terms of technical and legal knowledge,
application of the same in practice, analytical capabilities,
independent scrutiny rather than relying on the existing
reports, insisting on preventive actions rather than corrective
actions are a few to be quoted.
Learn yourself through a few indicative measures
Have a look on some basic tips which an investor should
think of in addition to the typical tools of Fundamental or
Technical Analysis of the Financials. Needless to mention, the
list remains inclusive and represent only the thumb rules
available for decision making.

Income Statements and Balance Sheets, keep an eye on the
following:

 Higher Inventory as compared to last year
Check out what is COP, COGS and price of RM. Without
much effect in either of these, either the valuation basis is
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 Negative cash balance during the year even though

changed or some fallacy lies!

positive at the end

 Higher Sales as detected in comparison
Check out whether the purchases, production, closing
inventory show increased quantity as well as value. In
case not, merely enquiries might have been shown as
sales which will be reversed next year!

 Sudden drop in profitability
Excessive provision for all the expenses along with
booking of some part of sale of the current year in the
next year!

 Huge gap in EPS & DPS
There might be huge cash outflow projects in hand which
are due for implementation and once started, will reduce
the earnings considerably and ultimately both EPS & DPS
will come down!

 Low net profits / losses but high cash reserves

Possibility of dummy recording of transactions as well as
Teaming and Lading technique applied by the Cashier!

 Inflated Gross Profit and reduced COP
Deliberate delay in revenue / cost recognition!

 Major portion of Sales with Inter companies or Related
party transactions
Immense possibility of dummy sales as group companies
often do it as a matter of increasing the profitability.

 Outstanding results as compared to industry results
(with an emphasis on renowned players)
For ex. when a market leader enjoying almost 40 / 50% of
market does have 15 / 20% margin and the company
under consideration shows 20% margin seems absurd!

 Comparison with One / Two years a different picture and

Suspicious picture as no cash support for profitability.

 More or less tallying exactly with Previous year,
Budgeted, Revised Forecasted data for profitability
Ample scope for excess / short provision and/ or
recording of transactions!

comparison with a couple of years, altogether different
picture

It could be a creation of rosy picture for a specific period
in order to achieve some objective of matching of
profitability or better market share in analysis.

At a glance picture of a few major frauds unearthed globally
Frauds title

Country of origin

Enron

United States of America

Year of
detection
2001

WorldCom

United States of America

2002

Bank of
Credit &
Commerce
International
Nortel

United Kingdom

1991

Canada

2003

Waste Management Inc.
Xerox

United States of America

1999

United States of America

2000

United States of America

2002

Inflated Sales, Auditor’s involvement in material misstatement of facts in
Financials

Ireland

2008

United States of America

2009

Under secured or non-secured disbursement of loans to the borrowers in
return for the money, overstatement of advances
Cosmic changes in Financials by executives in the form of temporary repurchase of securities, material misstatement of facts in financials

India

2009

AOL
Anglo Irish
Bank
Lehman
Brothers
Satyam
Computers

Overall effects
Loss of shareholders’ value and Bankruptcy of an organization mainly due
to insider trading, money laundering, securities’ fraud, material misstatement of information in financials
Loss of shareholders value and bankruptcy mainly due to capitalizing the
revenue items, bogus accounting entries and overstated cash flows
Closing of a bank mainly due to the material misrepresentation of financials, manipulation in Income and Expenses, funding for the illegal ways and
fake organizations, unlawful activities
Distribution of ill-advised bonuses to top 43 officials, improper restructuring of an organization, Illegal breach of trust in Health & Welfare Trust
Misstatement of financials mainly in the fields of depreciation accounting,
inflated earnings, violation of Anti-Trust Law in USA
Material misstatement in the form of recognition of revenue, understatement of liabilities

Inflated cash and bank balances in consultation and with the knowledge of
auditors and Finance department, deliberately enhanced liquidity position
and increased profits
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Glimpse of data and figures in PWC’s Global Economic Crime Survey Report 2014 is self-explanatory so far as the intensity
and seriousness of the threat of frauds and economic crimes are concerned.

The data published are merely indicative of the period under
consideration. The crucial factor in case of the available data
are on the basis of unearthed scandals and conducted surveys.
Still, a major percentage of the financial frauds remain
undetected and the impact of theirs on the overall loss scenario
can’t be estimated.
Rather than corrective action which remains many a times as a
post mortem exercise, Forensic Accounting can best be used as
a preventive tool.
Forensic Accounting remained to be the myth in the beginning
but with the increasing trend of variety of ways fraudsters are
finding, various fraud prone areas increasing, huge amount of
money getting blocked and lost in financial frauds every year
and increasing number of countries in which financial frauds
have become common, it has become a reality. It was ‘By
Chance’ initially, ‘By Choice’ thereafter whereas now become
‘By Force’!!
References:
http://www.icai.org/betasearch.html?querystring=forensic+accounting+ accessed on 15.02.2016
A publication ‘Detecting frauds in financial statements’ by Alan D. Lasco & Associates, CPAs in ‘Debt Cubed’, USA, March – April 2010 edition
Publication in ‘Canadian Accounting Perspectives’, Volume 5 – 2006 by Rosen, L.S.
JFA: Auditing, Fraud & Risk (Bi Annual Academic Journal on Forensic Accounting)
PWC Global Economic Fraud Survey 2014
Ernst & Young Fraud Survey 2014
Survey by self in May 2015 on Frauds and Misrepresentations in Public Limited Companies in India
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ACCOUNTING PUZZLE GAME

Try it! Check your “AQ”
By Padmalosani Dayalan & Mary Pauline Santos,
Lecturers, Department of Business Studies, Ibra College of Technology

P

uzzles are fun ways to pass the time that also
provide a challenge for our brains. Scientists have
attempted to measure the benefits of puzzles on the
human mind. Although almost all researchers agree that
puzzles help cognitive processes, the benefits depend upon
a number of other factors, including one's original mental
stamina, whether or not one chooses challenging puzzles,
and the amount of dedication one has to finding the
solutions. Puzzles strengthen the connections between brain
cells. They create new connections for improved thinking
and mental speed.3 an important part of any business or
organization is, arguably, the money that comes in and the
money that goes out. The accounting department typically
monitors this closely by recording transactions, analyzing
transaction patterns and dealing with things like payroll and
taxes. Overall, the accounting department can determine
the health and efficiency of a business, and increase
profitability of the business.1 Cross word puzzles are a great
way to test your accounting knowledge.2
Instructions:

 Recall the accounting basic terms.
 In puzzle there are one word and two words hidden.
 Give a single gap between two words.

Word Hints:
 Credit recorded when a company purchase inventory on credit from
vendors or supplies.
 A long-term contract to borrow money from a creditor.

 A creditor's claim on a company' assets.
 Miscellaneous assets that are entire in product production that are too
small and inexpensive to capitalize.

 Profits that are kept within the company and distributed to
shareholders.

 The costs incurred to generate revenues.
 An equity account that records the amount of money investors initially
contributed to the corporation for their ownership in the company.

 Assets earned by a company's operations and business activities.
 Income recorded before services or goods have been rendered.
 A resource that is owned or controlled by a company that can be used to
provide a future economic benefit.

 Elongated mathematical formula used as a basis for accounting. Assets =

 Initial investments made by owners like stock purchases or partnership
buy-ins.

 A written promise to repay money.
 A subsection of the general field of accounting that focuses on gathering



and compiling data in order to present it to external users in a usable
form.
A formatting system used to setup and maintain accounts balances with
debits on the left and credits on the right. This display format also totals
the cumulative balances of accounts.
The accounting system that requires every business transaction or event
to be recorded in at least two accounts.
Expenditures paid and recorded before actually occurring.


 A record or document that contains account summaries for accounts


used by a company.
Entry on the left side of an account.










Liabilities + Common Stock - Dividends + Paid In Capital - Treasury Stock
+ Revenues - Expenses.
The owner's interest in the company assets.
The most liquid asset a company can own.
An exchange of value between two different groups.
Equipment, vehicles, machinery, and computers are examples of.
An asset that arises from selling goods or services to someone on credit.

Goods owned a company that is in the business of selling those goods.
Mathematical formula that is the basis for all accounting. Assets =
Liabilities + Owners' Equity.
An accounting record with a balance opposite the normal accounts in its
category.
A record of all changes to a specific asset, liability, or equity item.


 A record or collection of all journal entries in an accounting system.
 Entry on the right side of an account.
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Answers to the puzzle: Will be released in the next issue of Business Mirror.

Blended Learning – An Introduction
By Dr. Siraj K.K., HoD,
Department of Business Studies, Ibra College of Technology
Introduction
Technology is changing the landscape of higher education.
The technology has extended the scope of teaching and
learning, removed time and place barrier in teaching and
learning process. Connected via information and communication technology (ICT), modern HEIs are focusing on a more
student centric teaching and learning environment that is
focused on building lifelong skills and experiences of students.
Higher Education Institutions have integrated technology in
all spheres. For example, In Ibra College of Technology, we
employ an online system for advising, student registration,
online student management, Online Ad-trac system for student advising and counselling, e-learning Moodle platform
for sharing information, online feedback portal, online quiz
and other assessments, etc., It is also important to note that
improving the availability and effectiveness of technology on
campus is an opportunity for institutions for widening its
scope, to engage students, and so on.

In teaching and learning, there exists differing opinion on the
extent of the use of technology integration. A portion of
academicians and researchers advocate strongly for online
teaching and learning, while there exists a group of academicians and researchers who prefer a traditional mode of
teaching. Both these models have its own advantages and
disadvantages. Then, why can’t we blend the benefits of both
these models to create more value and customize the learning process, with students has some control over the time,
place and pace of learning.
Blended Learning
Blended learning as a formal education program in which a
student learns at least in part through delivery of content
and instruction via digital and online media with some element of student control over time, place, path, or pace.
(Staker & Horn, 2012). Blended Learning is a fundamental
redesign of instructional design with the objective of accelerating the learning and personalizing the education, to ensure
that the right resources and interventions reach the right

students at the right time (Bailey, Ellis, Schneider, & Arc,
2013)
Blended Learning is an effective strategy which combines the
advantages of both the traditional classroom methods and
online learning/e-learning. Thus, it combines the advantages
of traditional teaching and online teaching. The key advantage of traditional teaching is the presence of a teacher,
who plays the role of a mentor, adviser and facilitator who
can motivate the students, provide them constructive feedback and maintain order and discipline in their ward’s behavior, etc., On the other hand, online learning has the advantage of mobility (learning from anywhere), tracking and
control, reduced costs and global reach.
Blended learning allows students and HEIs to use time and
resources in a more flexible manner. Blended learning is not
about replacing one technique with another. It is about instructional design, focused on adding value to the instruction, teaching and learning paradigm. It is all about integrating the advantages of these two techniques to create a
better one. In blended learning, the technology is leveraged
intentionally to restructure classroom & engage students to
offer a student centered teaching & learning environment. It
increases student – collaboration and control on time, place,
pace and path.
Thus the key feature of blended learning is;
 It has teacher led instruction (face to face sessions, interactive sessions)
 It has printed instructions (traditional course materials)
 It has computer mediated instructions (like e-learning
platform)
 It has web based assessments.
Drivers of Blended Learning
In the modern age, a single teaching and learning style will
not fit for all courses, all students, or all teachers. They need
to change the teaching methodologies depending on the
nature of course, the nature of class, the nature of students,
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etc., With blended learning, it is possible to engage learner,
their learning needs, improved feedback and create learning
as a fun-activity than a serious activity.
According to Bailey, Ellis, Schneider, & Arc (2013), the key
drivers of blended learning are;

observed from the following figure, blended learning technique deploys teacher led instruction, computer mediated
(online) instructions, printed instructions and web based
assessments.

 Improve the ability for personalized learning.
 Potential for individual progress.
 Improve student engagement and motivation.
 Online tests
 Need to extend time and stretch resources
 Potential to extend the reach of effective teachers
 Ability to improve working conditions
 Decrease device costs

http://www.cnic-inc.com/zenspace/blended-learning/

 Student and Parent adoption of learning applications

Conclusion

 Interest in narrowing the digital divide.

Blended learning is a (proven) better alternative than
traditional or fully online courses. With recent advances in
technology, there is a rich offering of tools that can help
instructors and students in blended learning. The tools that
are not created specifically for education can still be used in
blended learning, by changing the perspective on how to use
them.

Key Features of Blended Learning
The key features of blended learning are;
 Learner is more engaged using a variety of content types.
 Different Learner, Different Learning Style.
 The instructor has the ability to assess learner needs and
act accordingly.
 Improved feedback
 Deliver the curriculum more flexibly and efficiently
 It can make learning fun.
Blended learning is an instructional design that combines
features of both traditional and online teaching. As may be

Bibliography
 Bailey, J., Ellis, S., Schneider, C., & Arc, T. V. (2013). Blended
Learning Implementation Guide. Digital Learning Now.

 Staker , H., & Horn, M. B. (2012). Classifying K 12 Blended
Learning. Innosight Institute .

A view point: student expectation on today’s Management classroom
“My day is purposeful as I gain a new knowledge which is connected with industry.”

H

ere I am trying to address the expectation,
thoughts and worries of my young management
students within classroom. As part of
implementing experiential learning approach in classroom by
connecting to industry. It was found the learner’s response
became faster. The young minds are in a voyage of
discovering and enjoying the beauty of experiments. They
were much enthusiastic to gain attention of the entire
classroom by their unique thoughts.
Expectations are ever present in the minds of the students
consciously and unconsciously with few practical questions:

 Whether the teacher really respect me and my emotions
in the class?

 What is the use of sitting in the classroom?
 What grade am I going to get if I involve in the class?

- By Ansa Savad Salim, Lecturer,
Department of Business Studies, Ibra College of Technology

 Whether I am emotionally safe in the classroom?
They are looking forward to transform the teacher to an
emotional supporter, a facilitator, a guide and a path shower
towards career. For any information they have a set of
intelligent response gathered from self-learning. It is easy to
stimulate learning once the learner stuck with doubt. They
showed interest in hunting for knowledge to cope up with
peer and facilitator. They are much eligible to glance through
the latest gadget/GSM they carry all-time, just like an
artificial organ.
Learners’ notion and expectation on a facilitator.
To clarify doubts for what they see, hear and read.
The most frequently asked questions of learner starts with a
“Why”. Sometimes with a deep pain in heart they enquire,
“Why you give us exams on theories?
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Don’t you have a system to assess my abilities I expose in the
classroom?” The Management students look forward for
student centered learning with a transparent assessing
system. They believe it will raise confidence and can position
them as one among the best Managers of the Nation.
Universities and Colleges need to take a strong decision to
meet the industry expectations in the academic environment
with more practical exposure for the students.
Do you really know me?

You all call me student… management student!!!
But many times I know I am really failing to manage myself.
Have you ever thought of the tension which I undergo to
memorize, during the week of examination? I read more but
eat less, sleep less and strain my body. I fell sick on the day of
examinations. At this young age; tablets to control my blood
pressure; head ache; stomach pain. I am not sure about the
use of the medicines which I take for the pain I undergo. I
know my health and mind is getting damaged in the process.”
It is really reducing my confidence, but at times I used find
my teacher is trying to encourage me.
I really want my teacher to support me emotionally with
advices and warmth. Here I am away from my family. I see
you more than a parental figure who can route me, guide me
and enlighten me for my future.
A world of Management skills in demand.
In the global economy with rapid change in business
environment suggest management students should possess
soft skill as well as hard skill. Management students are the
future pulse of a nation. Thus the academic is in a much
elevated and responsible platform as they are molding the
generation for a nations future. The experimentation of
knowledge with freedom is the right of a learner who need to
take with challenges by ignoring setbacks. They bring unique
innovative and creative thoughts by putting forth it as a
stepping stone for success. The interaction with corporate
reveals that they are working in a system which everything is
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transparent. The industry gives training to the new joiners to
use latest software, machines and technology to reduce
effort, time and cost. They work as a team to swift the roles
rapidly by adapting to organizational changes.
Expectations of an effective Management classroom
Methodologies vary greatly depending on how they are used.
Provide the perfect awareness to students regarding where
the academic is taking the session to.

A clear understanding on what exactly the facilitator is
expecting from learners is a real demand inside classroom.
Also clarity in the situations and examples which student
need to view and understand where they fit in and what
decision they need to take. The most important is each
moment the student should feel, ‘YES, I am better than
before and I can be better than now’. The classroom should
be transformative with high degree of awareness and clarity
on the whole material. The classroom materials should be
used intentionally by the facilitator to instill a balanced
experience of knowledge. The classroom discussions are
much important tool which allows the students to improve
their skills in communication by voicing opinions and views.
The academics also get benefit in the process of classroom
discussion it allows them to see if students have learnt the
concepts which are being taught. The discussion in the
classroom should definitely bring in the world outside and
the current managerial techniques prevailing in the nation.
Positive recognition, clarifying Statements, debriefing,
written expectations are the known and beneficial
approaches. It will help to do a great deal to create positive
associations related to the expectations with clarity in the
minds of the students. Negative acknowledgements,
unreasonable actions, threats and put downs are the
opposite set of approaches. It will promote less clarity and do
a great deal to create negative associations with the desired
behavior. At the same time the approaches that vary greatly
depending on how they are used.

A Concept of Green Minded Entrepreneurship
- By Joshi E.R., Lecturer,
Department of Business Studies, Ibra College of Technology

T

he environment is a big thing. It is basically everything
around us and what we live in. it’s important that we
have to take care of it. We need to stop abusing it
because it is our natural habitat and we have only one.

What is the importance of environment? and How to start an
ecofriendly entrepreneurship? A new entrepreneur would
like to find out the answers of these questions. There are
many international brands following ecofriendly business
system and that is the primary motto of their business also.
It’s important that we take care of our nature because if we
don’t we will have horrible air to breathe, no water, and no

trees. That would be really bad because we can’t live without
those things. That’s why many new words are raised even in
business dictionary also.
Eco friendly – That word is one of the important word in
human’s life now a days. Literally it means “not harmful to
the environment”.
Green Product -A product, service, or process that either
benefits the environment or reduces the negative
environmental impact of existing products, services, or
processes.
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A new entrepreneur should be aware about the importance
of this new business words that will help them to meet the
competition and survive in their market.

Three Green Business Ideas for Eco Minded Entrepreneurs
1. Organic catering

Running an environmentally friendly business helps you
reduce your impact on the environment and preserves
natural resources. Your business can help the environment in
many ways. For example,

 use products that reduce your reliance on natural
resources (e.g. rainwater tanks, solar hot water systems)

 use products that are made from recycled material (e.g.
office supplies made from recycled plastic, furniture
made from recycled rubber)

 Look at all your business activities to see if you can do
anything differently (e.g. reducing air travel by holding
conference calls instead of interstate meetings).
Making your business environmentally friendly not only
benefits the environment but can also save your money.
Avoiding,
reducing,
reusing and recycling
can lower your costs.
For example, a few
simple changes to how
you deal with paper can
involve your staff in
environmentally friendly
processes while saving
you money:
Reducing the environmental impact of your business will
improve the sustainability of your business. If you are less
dependent on natural resources than your competitors and
have ways to deal with rising costs due to climate change,
your business will have a greater chance of long-term
success.

A great way for eco-friendly foodies to share their passion
for both food and the environment is to start an organic
catering company. Cater local events and business
luncheons with foods that are made from organic and locally
grown ingredients, and offer free-range meats along with
vegan, gluten-free and paleo-meal options and you'll appeal
to nature lovers and health and wellness enthusiasts alike.
Be sure to keep environmental impact to a minimum by
avoiding using plastic and paper goods as much as possible
and composting food waste.
2. Organic or recycled fashion

3. Eco-friendly landscaping

Promoting your environmentally friendly methods can set
your business apart from your competitors and attract new
customers who want to buy products and services from an
environmentally friendly business.

Professional landscaping may make the front lawn look nice,
but all that maintenance isn't necessarily great for the
environment. With some eco-friendly techniques, you can
help homeowners make their yards literally and figuratively
greener.
Reference:
1) Petts, J Herd, Gerrards (1999) The Climate and Culture of
Environmental Compliance within SME’s.
2) www.eco-friendlybusiness.com
3) www.businessethics/ecofriendly.org
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‘Learning to earn Grades’ Vs ‘Learning to learn’?
- by Mrs. Nejida Fizel, Lecturer,
Department of Business studies, Ibra College of Technology
‘Learning to earn Grades’ Vs ‘Learning to learn’?
The practice of effective and meaningful teaching can benefit
enormously when educationalists solicitously experiment
and apply new or different pedagogical approaches,
technologies, curricular enhancement, course design and
organization, and assessments.
The researchers have challenges of throwing some light on
the following questions.
 How can I help the students to improve their
comprehension skills rather than just reading?
 How can I teach all the students in my classroom, not just
the best ones?
 How the assessment enhances a student’s learning
capacity?
 How can I ensure that students use the feedback that I
give them?
Studies say that the depth of the study is an important
characteristic of a learning process. Based on the nature of
learning, class room engagements and post class room
activities, this can be classified into surface learning, deep
learning and strategic learning.
Surface learning involves simply going through the lines in
the book without any inquisitiveness and the only motivation

behind this kind of learning is fear of failure. These kind of
learners tries to accept whatever the teacher says and we
call them as “Passive learners”.
The main query of transformation of surface learners to deep
learners is also worth thinking.
Yes, Definitely. This can be changed by transforming the
attitude from “Learn for grades “to “Learn for life”. The main
characteristic of deep learners is that, they interact
dynamically and analytically with the content and make a
thoughtful effort to turn other people’s ideas into their own
tailored structure of knowledge.
The deep learners incorporate strategic approach in their
learning becoming or and become strategic learners. These
learners realize that, if they want to learn meticulously they
have to put vigorous effort. They are very confident in nature
and put maximum consistent effort into study by knowing
the requirements and criteria of assessment followed.
The teachers also can take a step ahead to encourage the
students in deep learning by relating their current topic with
their previous knowledge, relate the concepts with everyday
experience in life and also ensure that the study material
chosen to impart the knowledge are appropriate. Also they
can encourage the students to involve in the class room
activities and promote independent learning will help them
to move towards deep learning.

Table 1: Differences between deep learning and surface learning.
Deep

Surface

Focus is on “what is signified”

Focus is on the “signs” (or on the learning as a signifier of
something else)

Relates previous knowledge to new knowledge

Focus on unrelated parts of the task

Relates knowledge from different courses

Information for assessment is simply memorised

Relates theoretical ideas to everyday experience

Facts and concepts are associated unreflectively

Relates and distinguishes evidence and argument

Principles are not distinguished from examples

Organises and structures content into coherent whole

Task is treated as an external imposition

Emphasis is internal, from within the student

Emphasis is external, from demands of assessment
(Ramsden, Beswick and Bowden, 1986)

The empathy in a teacher help the students to reframe the
entire method of their learning. Sometimes educators
overwhelmed with the pressure of teaching the curriculum
end up in teaching the ‘content ‘instead of teaching the
students. The teacher should try to incorporate the
customized methods depending on the audience level. Here,
facilitating learning among students of varying degrees of

foundational knowledge is a challenge for the teacher.
Conducting formative assessment and giving timely and
appropriate feedback will display a consistent improvement
in students learning. Formative assessment is based on the
assumption that ‘ growth is to be promoted, not left to the
swirling patterns of ‘natural’ development by exposure to
the subject matter of the degree ’ (Brown and Knight 1994, p.
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38). The suitably designed assessment pattern helps to
nurture a deep learning approach among the students. The
appropriate constructive feedback given by the teachers
motivate the students to use the feedback effectively to
realize where they have done well and where they need an
improvement.
When it comes to the last question it’s a bit embarrassing. It
is commonly reported that students do not read teacher
feedback comments (Duncan, 2007). The literature suggests
that a part of the problem is that teachers (and students) see
feedback in isolation from other aspects of the teaching and
learning process, and consider feedback to be primarily a
teacher owned endeavor (Taras, 2003).
The feedback should be provided in such a way that motivate
the students to reduce the discrepancy in their performance.
Ensuring the effective use of feedback by the students is
complex in nature. The feedback should address the question
of the students like: “How I can improve on
my

performance ?“. Criticism must be on the performance of the
students and not on the potential of them. It should promote
the self evaluation and independent learning.
Good feedback is focused and students have an opportunity
to act on it (Hillocks, 1986). The ultimate aim of providing
feedback to students is to motivate them positively and make
them more goal-directed. The involvement of both the
teacher and the student will transform it into a fruitful
output.

References
1. McCune, V. (1998). Academic development during the first year at
university. In C. Rust (Ed.),Improving Students as Learners (pp. 354-358).
Oxford: Oxford Brookes University, Centre for Staff and Learning
Development.
W1. Deep and Surface learning
http://www.learningandteaching.info/learning/deepsurf.htm#ixzz40ryl6UPy
Attribution Non-Commercial No Derivatives

Personal Development of student - An overall perspective

A

- By Indu Unnikrishnan, Lecturer, Department of Business Studies, Ibra College of Technology

s the competition is the feature of the day, one has
to be always on toes to face the same. May it be a
corporate sector organization, may it be a service
sector player competition has become unavoidable factor. In
case of this cut throat competition, only principle to be
followed is ‘Remain in the race or resign from the race’!
When one thinks especially from the view point of
tomorrow’s budding managers i.e; students ‘community,
competition is the tool to learn, to succeed and more than
that, to remain in the race. With the advanced technology,
the expectations of the industry from the students’
community in general and job aspirants in particular has
increased to a lot extent. In this, only those students would
be able to resume the success who have overall personal
development as prioritized item on agenda.
Personal development could be described as the act or
process of understanding and developing oneself in order to
achieve one’s fullest potential. (Daphnegan, Business World
Review 2011) Personal development is a vital part in a
person’s growth, maturity, success and fulfillment. It is the
foundation of mature personality, better relationship,
happiness, success and prosperity.
Generally, it is observed that students ‘community is not
really serious to understand the importance of personal
development. It is the global feature and all over the world,
much more literature is being discussed with regard to the
personal development of the student. Colleges could be
supplying the products in the form of students but the same
could be accepted by the industry only when they are
developed ones in real sense!

Prioritizing academic and professional achievements could be
better in short run but overall personal development with
excellent time management would definitely provide better
results in the long run.
Factors with which personal development could be targeted
remain as under:

 Focused approach towards work
 Smart but efficient studying and working
 Constant reading about the current affairs in the field of
specialization as well as in general happenings around
self

 Linking the current affairs with the nation, society and
individual

 Structured implementation of the time management
 Consistent efforts to upgrade self with possible
certifications and courses

 Good communication skills
 Formation of study groups and circles in which open
debates and healthy discussions on several topics could
take place

 Optimum utilization of time
 Remaining in touch with the alumni as they are the ones
who would guide the students in terms of pros and cons
or any industry requirement and opportunity
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The list is inclusive and not exhaustive!

In this case as well, the list is inclusive and exhaustive.

Why Personal Development?

“There’s only one corner of the universe you can be certain
of improving, and that’s your own self. So you have to begin
there, not outside, not on other people. That comes
afterward, when you’ve worked on your own corner.” –
Aldous Huxley

 It helps you understand yourself better
 It assists you in creating your goals and life purpose
 It guides you in managing and spending your time
effectively

 It enhances your ability to handle stress, adversity and
change

Ultimately, what is important is not merely the personal
development but the use of the developed youth in building
and strengthening the nation.
References:

 It supports you in managing your finances more wisely

http://www.personalitydevelopment.org/ accessed on 28.02.2016

 It teaches you to build better relationship with people

https://www.goodreads.com/shelf/show/personality-development accessed
on 02.03.20016

 It allows you to live a balanced lifestyle

Personality Development by Alok kumar Dubey, 2011 Edition on e-books

 It provides an opportunity to take care of your health.

WOMEN
“Women are the real arcitects of the society”
-HARREIT BEACHER STOWE
Women are contributing new approaches to leadership and power. Women’s strengths fall into four categories
Women have mental
strengths, a flexibility
that allows them to
be creative and
quick in finding
solutions
to
problems.
They
focus on getting
things done, not just
on doing things their
way.
Women
have identity strengths that allow them to maintain a strong
sense of themselves and their values in whatever situations
they find themselves. They can deal with change and
uncertainty, because their sense of themselves isn't
dependent on what they do or have, but who they are.
Women have emotional strengths-the ability to understand
their own feelings and those of others, and to use
this understanding to cope in life. These emotional strengths
also allow women to anticipate the emotional consequences
of life situations, which makes them particularly skilled at
making major decisions. Women have tremendous relational
strengths in connecting with other people. They create
strong social networks that support them during stressful
times and inspire others to give their very best and to work
toward a common good.

These strengths are leading to measurable increases in
women's success in many areas of life. For example, in
business, women's strengths make them what Bernard Bass
of Binghamton University has labeled transformational
leaders. Transformational leaders establish themselves as
role models by gaining the trust and confidence of followers.
They focus on attaining future goals, rather than maintaining
the status quo. They motivate others to come up with
innovative ways to solve problems and create new products.

“She Believes she Could so She Did”
Qualities (powers) of Women

 The power of invitation. Women have the power of
invitation. The power to attract, draw in, entice, urge,
persuade, captivate and so on. Determine to use your
power to invite others to obey God.

 The power of good counsel. Give good counsel. Why is it
that the woman is often the friend everyone brings his or
her problems to? Is it because she listens better She
believe it’s, because God has gifted the woman with the
ability to give good counsel.
Psychologist Alice Eagly of Northwestern University
recently compiled 45 studies comparing Recognizing and
harnessing women's strengths will not only enhance
individual women's lives but also revolutionize our society
and our world.
- By Jasmine. M, Lecturer,
Department of Business Studies, Ibra College of Technology
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How to be an Accounting wizard…
- By Mary Pauline Santos & Padmalosani Dayalan,
Lecturers, Department of Business Studies, Ibra College of Technology

A

ccounting is one of the top chosen specializations
because of many reasons like excellent job
opportunities (industry or academe) internationally
divert cohorts, year abroad prospects etc.

Most people believe that there is much money in accounting
though others will simply comment, “We are only accounting
for money of other people, not our own money.”
For whatever reason a student chooses accounting as
specialization, it is important to bear in mind many points to
succeed, among others will be the study or learning habits,
which include attitude before, during and after lectures, the
students’ preparation for the examinations and most
importantly building career in accounting.
Accounting is viewed by most students as a difficult subject
most especially those who are not mathematically-inclined.
But the truth is accounting is not mathematical, it is analytical
in nature. There are many challenges faced by accountants
but with the required skills, knowledge and preparation
couple with the strong determination, one can be a
successful in life. It will all start in the school. Let us look into
some areas where an ordinary accounting student can
become an accounting wizard.
1. Lectures – Before, During and After
a) Before the lecture
At home, read the assigned outcome or refer to the
Course Delivery Plan. Check the topics for discussion
on the day. This gives you to get a good feel for the
issues to be discussed throughout the lecture. Having
read the topics ahead of time gives you a better
understanding of the topic when the lecturer presents
it in the class. Another activity that you can do is to
look into the exercises in the Moodle (E-learning). Just
try to solve some exercises. The lecturer does not
require you to give the correct answer or solution at
first. Practicing how to solve problems/exercises in
accounting will make you get acquainted with the
different kinds of problems you may encounter in the
examination. Practice makes perfect.
b) During the lecture
Attend classes regularly with your book, notebook,
calculator etc. During the lecture, participate actively
and listen attentively. Jot down important points
which the lecturer emphasizes during the discussion.
Ask question or clarify some doubts, if any.
c) After the lecture:
Review class notes and complete homework on time.

This will help you to be prepared for any unannounced
(or announced) assessments and examinations. Work
out with some good strategies which you believe will
be helpful.
Topics assigned by lecturer for
independent learning should be studied. Supplement
through your readings outside the classroom. Study
with your friends as a group and share points that you
understand. Be a “little teacher” to your friends who
are academically challenged. Feel free to approach the
lecturer for clarification during office or tutorial hours.
These study habits will give you a good result, thus
achieving your goal of obtaining good grades.
2. Examination – Before, During and After
a) Before Exam
You should know the portions covered in the
examination. Try to get a copy of previous semesters’
question papers and activities from the Moodle. Work
on these sample papers following the allotted time
without the aid of the handbook. Do not expect
examination problems and questions to be a carbon
copy of sample and homework problems. The material
may be covered from a different angle to test your
ability to reason and understand, rather than
memorize. When studying consider how concepts
covered in homework could be presented
differently. For example, if the homework problem
reflects a net loss situation, ask you, "how would I
treat this if it were net profit situation?"1
b) During exam

At the beginning of the exam, quickly go through the
question paper to determine what is on it. Easy
problems – Answer them first. Problems that you
think you may be able to do if you think about it, do
those next. Problems that you feel complicated and
difficult to answer leave them for last.1 Budget your
time appropriately. If a problem is worth only a few
points, do not spend more time on it. Read the
problem(s) carefully. Give complete answers or
solutions (problems). Incomplete answer or solutions
will not get full marks. Often, marks are lost because
questions are not read properly and not fully
answered. Read the question carefully and in its
entirety to determine the precise requirement. DO
NOT assume you know what is being asked based on
prior experience in class or with the homework. Read
what the question is really asking, not what you think
or want it to ask.1 Avoid careless errors like clerical
errors and errors of transposition, e.g. 456 copied as
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c) After exam
Try to recall the questions which you believe you did
not answer correctly during the examination. Focus
on topics which you failed to attempt. Review your
questions once the lecturer has distributed the papers
and take note of the mistakes and be sure not to
commit same mistakes again. 2

3. Involvement in Accounting Club
As a student, you should be able to balance academics
and extracurricular activities. Membership in accounting
club will help you build confidence and will expose you to
different accounting skills and knowledge. Joining the
club will enable you to develop your skills in accounting,
improve your leadership, teamwork and social skills,
receive current accounting updates through seminars;
industrial visits etc. and get a chance to meet experts in
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the industry. For more information, refer to Learning
Resource Centre page in ICT website.
Passing any examination depends on the students’ adequacy
of preparation. There are no hard fast rules to prepare and
pass examinations most especially accounting subjects. 3
Learning styles vary from one student to another. The above
-mentioned techniques will be helpful to all accounting
students. Try it and be an accounting wizard!
References:

1. Accounting study tips. (2013, January 02). Retrieved March 05, 2016,
from http://facweb.furman.edu/~sroberson/otherweb/studytips.html
2. Study Habits of Exceptional Accounting Students. (2010, September 22).
Retrieved March 05, 2016, from http://thestudentcpa.com/what-isaccounting/study-habits-for-the-average-accounting-student/
3. A guide for students. (2015, October 21). Retrieved March 01, 2016,
from
3.
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/guide-students-studyingaccounting-isaac-jung?forceNoSplash=true
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Photography Competition

2nd Prize Winner Jumana Ahmed Al
Rahji

1st Prize Winner - Azzaulddin Al Shukaili

3rd Prize Winner Zahra Saif Al Rahbi

Snapshot of Student Projects

Students pursuing Advanced Diploma and Bachelor need to complete their course on senior project as part of their academic
requirements. Following are the project details for Semester I, 2015-2016 and Semester II 2015-2016.
Advanced Diploma - Semester I, 2015-2016
Sl No

1

2

3

4

5

Student Id

Name of the Student

31J1255

Nafja Ali Abdullah Al-Haibi

31J129

Wafa Mohammed Al-Mughirfi

31J1290

Narjas Hamood Al-Brashdi

31S1150

Abdul Majid Al Jahdhami

34S1164

Yousef Salim al-Habsi

21J11160

Abdulla Suwaidan Al Abbri

31S1153

Jaber Khalfan Rashid Al-habsi

31S11102

Hamed Saif Muhammed Al-habsi

31J1289

Nasra Mohammed Khalfan Al-Shaaili

31S1113

Ni'ama Mas'oud Sa'eed Al-Rashdi

31J121481

Zainab Khamis Mubarak Al-Jabri

31S1128
36S1188
31J125

Safiya Said Sulaiman Al Zakwani
Basma Said Ahmed Al Habsi
Buthaina Saleh Issa Alzeheimi

Topic

Guide

Effectiveness of Academic Advising In Business Department at Ibra College of Technology

Jasmine

“Study on Training and its impact on Employees Performance with special focus on
ICT”

Ali.O.P

A study on causes and consequences of
stress with special reference to academic
staff in ICT.

Indu

Exam stress faced by students in ICT

Munir

A study on Effectiveness of Academic Advising with special reference to Business
Department students of ICT

Joshi

“If you don’t make mistakes, you aren’t really trying.”
- Coleman Hawkins, Jazz Musician
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Bachelors - Semester I, 2015-2016
Project Topic

Id No
31J11119
31S1055
31S1033
31S1167
2011335

Name
Marhoon Ali Marhoon
Omar Saeed Nassir Al Namani
Ilham Saif Al Habsi
Fatma Saeed Salim Al Arimi
Ahmed Mohammed Al-Busaidi

26S1052

Saoud Abdullah Al-Rawahi

31J114

Badriyya Saif Ali Al Badawi

31J1110

Nada Juma Saeed Al-Himali

31J1185

Ms. Reem Mohammed Abdullah Al Maskari

31J1135

Ms. Raya Issa Hamood Al Farie

31S1167

Ms. Ghadayer Mubarak Bani – Oraba

31J1223

Ms. Moza Khamis Al-Hashmi

31J1150

Afaf Thabit Saleem Al-Ghanboosi

31J1157

Yusra Hmood Rashid Al-Rashdi

31J1131

Omar Salim Al Falahi &

21S1048

Ahmed Saif Al Othumani

31J1158
31J11103
31J1152
31J1119
31J1172
31J1124

Khulood Saleh Al-Araimi
Shamsa Salim Al-Seneidi
Thurayya Khalfan Al-farie
Aseela Abdullah Al- Harthi
Ashqay Mohammed Al Habsi
Duaa Khalfan Salim Al Rutaibi

31J11131

AZIZA MAHROOK ALHAHSI

19
Guide

A study on Job Satisfaction of employees in STFADr Raghuraman
HLG
A study on employee Motivation in IBRA MuniciDr Raghuraman
pality office
Problems and Prospects of HRD practices - A case
of Ministry of Manpower in Muscat and Al Sharqiyah North Governorate
Employee Stress - Issues and consequences, A
case study of Samad Al-Shan Health Center, Samad Al-Shan
A study on the relationship between employees’
satisfaction and training & development with special reference to Bank Muscat.
The influence of Gender Stereotype & Workplace
Bias on the Performance Levels of Employees – A
study specific to Bank Muscat, Ibra”
A study on absenteeism- causes, effect and remedies- with special reference to the employees
of M/s. Khimji Ramdas LLC
A study on the Employee Perception on Different Training Methods in The Ministry of Environment and Climate Affairs

Dr Anil Kumar
Dr Anil Kumar
Dr H.K.S. Kumar
Dr H.K.S. Kumar
Dr Sarangapani
Dr Sarangapani

A study on employee Absenteeism -with special
Mrs Ansa
reference to employees in A'Sharqiyah University
A study on workplace diversity in BP

Mrs Ansa

Challenges and Benefits of diversity experienced
Dr Mythili
by Jalan Hospital employees.
The Importance of Traninng Programms, Hilton
Mr Riazuddin
Hotel

BAPR3311 / Senior Project, Semester 2, Academic Year 2015 - 2016
1
11
Student's Name
KHALEEL SULAIMAN HABIB AL HASNI
MUSTAFA MOHAMED SALIM AL TOBI
Nasser Abdulrahman Abdullah Al-Isma'Aeli
Khulood Saleh Hamad Al-Masroori
NARJIS SAID 'ISSA AL RASHDI
SAFA MOHAMMED SAIF AL-MUGHAIRI
SALMA MOHAMMED 'ABDALLAH AL-MALKHI
Marwa Fayel Jumah Al-Gheilani
Sheikha Mohammed Saeed Al-Naabi
Tahani Shagheil Khalif Al-Rashdi
Zahra Saif Abdullah Al-Rahbi

Sr.No
1
3
6
2
5
7
8
4
9
10
11

Section No
No. of Students
Seat No
31S1133
21S1147
3/2/2005374
31J121476
31J1219
31J12124
31J1243
31J12151
31J121479
31S1274
310S121

Sr.No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

BAPR4211 / Senior Project - Academic Year 2015 - 2016 ( Semester 2 - 03-01-2016 )
Section No
1
No. of Students
7
Seat No
Student's Name
31S11110
Eman Abdul Sallam Khamis Al-Alawi
31S117
FATMA ABDULLAH YAQOOB AL-AZRI
31S11123
HAJAR SAUD ALI AL-MASKARI
31S11128
JAHINA SAID NASSER AL-KAABI
31S115
Sheikha Khamis Mohammad Al Jaafari
31S1012
Sa'eed Nassir Sa'eed Al-Handhali
31J11123
Mohammed Ahmed Hamood Al-Jahdhami

Guide
Kasper

Subir

Munir

Raghuraman

Guide
Dr HKS Kumar

Dr Sarangapani
Mrs Ansa Salim

20

20
Id No
31S11100
31S1157
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BAAC 4211 - Graduation Project, Semester II, 2015-2016
Name
Project Topic
Amal Said Ahmed Al-Amri
Impact of debt financing on the assets utilization
in Sultanate of Oman
Tahani Rashid Al Al-Shabibi

31S0921

Nassir Rashid Mohammad Al-Harthi

31S11133

Fatema Mohammed Said Al-Saadi

31J1069

Afrah Khamis Salim Al-Masroori

Fatma Salim Al-Hajri
Sarra Mubarak Al-Hajri
Hamood Al Sharji
Yahoob Al Mhmoodi
Maryam Salman Al-Farsi
Rahma Hilal Al-Mashaiki
Fatma Saeed Al Harmali
Hana Hamed Al Sheli
Al Ghaliya Hamad Al Wahaibi

31J1198

Rahma Mohammed Al Ghilani

Dr.G.Ramesh

Comparative study on the financial performance
of Islamic and conventional banks in Oman

Dr.D.Mathivanan

A Comparitive Study on Financial Performance of
Oman United Insurance Company and Dhofar
Insurance Company

Mr.Nawaz Khan

BAAC 4211 - Graduation Project, Semester I, 2015-2016
Name of the Student
Topic
Afrah Said Al Barwani
Key Performance Indicators of Selected Public
Listed Companies in Sultanate of Oman
Jahina Al Noumani
Thurayya Al Hashmi
Comparative study on Islamic Banking and
Conventional Banking in Oman
Wafa Al Kasbi
Al Yahdhan Essa Al Harthi
A Study of equity investors attitude towards risk
in Sultanate of Oman
Fahad Hamad Al-Sharji

Student Id
31S11106
21J11233
31J1179
31J1188
31J1138
31S1045
31J1159
31J1164
31S1048
31S1058
46J11437
31S1060
31J1113
31J1191
31J1111

Guide

Guide
Dr.Siraj, KK
Dr.Siraj, KK
Dr.G.Ramesh

A study of impact of earnings per share on
dividend policy in Sultanate of Oman

Dr.G.Ramesh

A Comparative study on finanacial performance of
telecommunication companies in Oman.

Dr. Nithya

A study on the effects of financial crisis in the
performance on select US banks

Mr.Nawaz

Study of role of Oman Development Bank in
financial services to women entrepreneurs

Dr.Abhijith

Comparative Analysis of financial services and
profitability with reference to Bank Muscat and

Dr.Abhijith

CBO Visit
The B. Tech Accounting and Finance students had a knowledge gaining day on 25 th May 2016. Eight students studying forex
management participated in the industrial visit to The Central Bank of Oman. They gained additional knowledge on the fields
like Role of CBO, GDP, Monetary & Financial stability mechanism, Oman Banking sector etc. Furthermore they visited currency
museum which made them very much excited.
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Drawing & Calligraphy competition
Business society organized Drawing
competition for business students.

&

Calligraphy

Winners list are as follows:
Drawing
1. Juhaina Ahmed Said Al Harithy
2. Qais Khalfan Said Al Rawahi
Calligraphy
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Spell A Business Term
Student Guidance Committee of Business department
organized “ Spell a Business term” competition for students
on 17/11/2015. Eighteen students participated in the
program with great enthusiasm. They were divided into a
group of two students each. The participants exposed a
strong competition to spell the words correctly which is
given by the panel. The following students got the first and
second positions.
First prize : Rahma Ahmed Al Harthy, Khalsa Saeed Al
Habsi

1. Laila Juma Al Khitani

Second prize : Jabir Al-Habsi, Hamood Al-Sharji

2. Wafa Masoud Al Hosainy

Review of Strategic Plan
The department of business studies conducted a workshop
on “Review of strategic planning” on 15th September, 2016.
Dr. Siraj KK handled the session. He commenced his session
with the definition and conceptual framework of the
‘Strategy’. He also mentioned the Strategic Planning and
explained how the linkage between SWOT Analysis of
Internal and External Factors along with Vision-Mission
Statements, Goals and Values of the Organization.

Group of audience were given task to start reviewing the
respective Strategic Policy and Plan under consideration with
regard to the SMART principle. (Specific, Measurable,
Attainable, Relevant and Time bound). He also instructed to
committees to review the things very carefully and revert
back with the suggestions, if any on the grounds of drop off
or modification of either of the plan.

"Opportunities don't happen. You create them."
- Chris Grosser
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Business Studies Department conducted Accounting Quiz Show
The maiden activity of the Accountancy Club of the
Department of Business Studies was the Accounting Quiz
Show which was held on March 15, 2016 at the College
Main Hall. It was a 2-hour show which included the
elimination round and final round. It was participated in by
13 teams, each team composed of 4 members from the
different levels.

The following were the winners:

Five teams that scored the highest points after the
elimination round were qualified for the final round. In the
final round, there were 5 sets of questions asked to each
team from easy to difficult.

 Zainub Abdullah Khalfan Al-Souti (Advanced Diploma)

First Place:

 Raya Saoud Ahmed Al-Shabibi (Diploma)
 Abir Obaid Salim Al-Habsi (B. Tech)
 Tahani Rashid Ali Al-Shabibi (B. Tech)
Second Place:

 Bushra Khalfan Mohammed Al-Harthi (B. Tech)
 Nadia Saif Nasser Al-Habsi (Diploma)
 Majda Khalfan Saleem Al Rajhi (Advanced Diploma)
 Azza salim khalfan Al Touqi (B. Tech)
Third Place:

 Faiza Said Rashid Al Abrawi (Diploma)

 Athra Abdullah Said Al Yazidi (Diploma)
 Ekhlass Said mohammed Al harthi (Diploma)
 Noora Abdullah Al Sawafi (Diploma)
Awarding of certificates took place immediately after the competition by Dr. Siraj, HoD; Dr. Ramesh, HoS (Accounting) and
Ms. Reshma, HoS, HRM.

Workshop on ‘Classroom Management’
nd

Date and Venue : 22 February, Room No. BS112.
Staff development committee of Business Studies
department organized a workshop on Classroom
Management. Mr. Joshi handled the session and he
commenced the session with the real example of the excuse
he got from a student with regard to the absenteeism in the
early morning class. He conveyed the point that the excuses
from the students is not a new thing. What is more
important is how we tackle those excuses and attempt to
minimize the same.
Mr. Joshi insisted that the first thing with which we should
start the class is the creative way in which we start the
session. He further added that the social media techniques
and use of various online resources have made the teaching
pedagogy more versatile and effective. Over a period of
time, the traditional technique of classroom management is
no more in operation and the current dynamic methodology
with the use of advanced technology have taken a driver’s
seat.

Mr. Joshi insisted that the points like free communication,
healthy and happy atmosphere, user friendly climate in the
class, behavior contract, ice breakers, use of humors,
continuously motivating the students remain to be a few
factors on which a teacher should work on for effective
classroom management.
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Workshop on ‘Team Building’

Industrial Visit

The department of Business Studies conducted a work shop
on Team Building on 29th October 2015.Mr.Hamood Al
Harthy
started the session with ground rules. He
commenced the session by inviting the attendees to be
interactive on the points like definition of Team Building,
who should be the part of the team and likewise. He insisted
that the role of an individual is equally important in Team as
well and hence it is very important to know that the team is
not merely the collection of individuals together. It is indeed
a collection of a few persons who are inclined by common
values and striving together for organizational objectives.

Muscat Securities Market (MSM) was established as public
institution with legal entity based in Muscat. It seeks to
encourage saving, disseminating investment awareness and
protect investors. It also endeavors to create the climate
conducive for the mutual interest of investors and the
national economy. It regulates and control the Omani
securities market and to participate, effectively, with other
organizations for setting up the infrastructure of the
Sultanate's financial sector. It has developed its regulations
to provide information and financial data relating to the
performance of the Market and all listed companies directly
to investors through a highly advanced electronic trading
system. It supports the market by encouraging investors to
make the right investment decision at the right time.

Through various interesting and value added games and
activities he taught the importance of the concept of the
linkage of the vision and mission of the self along with the
team in which you are working in particular and that of the
college, in general. Communication, open mind, continuous
efforts and pre planning are a few tools to aspire for a good
team.

He concluded the session by appealing to the participants
that there is no limit and confinement to the concept of the
success. It is we who as members of the teams should
define it initially and then should strive to achieve the same.

The visit to MSM happened on 25.11.2015 having 15
students from advance diploma accounting specialization.
MSM acting director Mr. Raid Hussain Al Hooti had a session
with the group explaining how to invest in the share market,
regulations and activities of MSM. The seminar was an eye
opening for the students to know the real situation of Oman
financial sector. Active participation from the students
during the session is appreciable. The knowledge about a
securities market is essential for all the business students.
The visit had fulfilled the learning thirst of business students.

Project Report – Learn Theory, Apply
in Practice
The Department of Business Studies organized Senior
Project Orientation Program for Advanced Diploma and
Bachelor level students on 29th September 2015. Dr. Abhijit
commenced the session with the introduction of the
concept of Project Work and the role of it in student’s life.
He then explained the prerequisites of good Project like
Practical Topic, clearly defined objectives, the contribution
of the project to the society in general and student in
particular, outcomes of the project expected and so on. He
insisted that every Project should be a well thought project
with the exploration of the idea in detailed manner and that
too having some practical importance. He clarified that the
structure and the format of the project could differ but the
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inevitable inclusions in the Project Report remain to be:
 Introduction
 Need
 Objectives
 Scope
 Limitations
 Data Collection
 Analysis and Interpretations
 Findings and Conclusions

 Bibliography and References

 Suggestions

 In general Research Methodology adopted

 Remarks by the organization for which Project is done

Students asked queries with reference to the length and
duration of the project along with the stages at every phase.

 Learning and Value Additions of self

Sharikati Competition
Oman’s proactive measures to combat the over dependence
on oil and rising potential of working population is seen in
various initiatives adopted by the Government. With the
implementation of VISION 2020 and draft preparation of
VISION 2040, Sultanate is all set to revamp the economic
situation with socio-cultural development as a top priority
item of agenda. Many non-governmental organizations and
private players are also contributing in this movement with
full support.
In order to inculcate the entrepreneurial abilities, promote
the need of the same and make the students community
understand the overall functionality, Oman branch of INJAZ
group has come up with the Sharikati competition
(Competition between the companies) in which all the
colleges across the Sultanate would strive to present their
innovative ideas in the form of established companies.
Based on the principles of Simulation, students would really
get an experience and real exposure towards the
achievement of their own goals for the company. It is
something like ‘by the students, of the students and for the
students’ category of creative ideas which they would
convert into the business solutions. Department and
designation portfolios are also to be formed and
implemented by the students.

Maintaining its commitment to develop the students and
offer them an exposure of the practical world, Ibra College of
Technology has also contributed to the Injaz Oman initiative
in the form of 4 companies. Through this, more than 50
students are working hard round the clock to make their
ideas and brain storming get the real platform for display and
acceptance.
Participating students are working on some of the novel
products / services. With the formal meetings and brain
storming sessions within the teams, College has also
extended the support in the form of guidance by a few
faculty members who would act as supervisors for the teams.
The ideas are accepted and approved by Injaz Oman and the
deadlines are given to the formed companies to adhere to
the norms. From May 2016, companies will be assessed on
the basis of various pre- defined parameters with the final
presentation and assessment in September 2016. Injaz Oman
has really been active enough to inculcate the concept of
entrepreneurship amongst the students’ community the
reaping fruits of which would certainly be visible soon!
Let any team win the competition yet the benefit will be
available to the entire nation!
All the best to Ibra College of Technology teams and happy
value addition to all!!

“Without customers, you don’t have a business. You have a
hobby.”
- Don Peppers & Martha Rogers, Return on Customer
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Contributions/ Publications to the Journal
S .No

Authors

Title

1

Reshma D’ Sa
Mainshankar
Mr Salim AlRashdi

Occupational Hazards and Welfare
Measures-A Labor Perspective”

2

Ansa Salim &
Dr Siraj KK

Sustainable Development Initiatives in Financial Service Sector –
Evidence from Indian Banking Sector

4

Dr S Sarangapani & S Arvindh

5

Ansa Salim and Sulphy MM
(2015), ,

6

Munirudheen. A, Azza Al- Maskari and Kumudha. A

7

Munirudheen. A and Kumudha. A

Motivation within

Women direction through Self facilitate group with special respect to
Co-corporative society bank associate empirical study
Coproduction of Knowledge: A
Literature Review and Synthesis for
a University Paradigm),
Strategic management interventions for coproduction in public
higher education

Journal/Conference
edited by Mrs. V.
Jayalakshmi and Dr.
N. Panchanatham, ISBN : 97181-923134-8-1 and
published

Volume/issue/ year

Proceedings of TIM
Research Conference

Bonfring Publications,
ISBN:
9789384743567

Human Resource
Excellence in Global
Scenario, Vijay Nicole Imprints Private
Limited, Chennai,
India
978-81-8209-178-8
International Journal
of Research (IJR) &
Journal for Studies
in Management and
Planning
(JSMaP),Vol.7, 2015
Quality Approaches
in Higher Education,
American Society of
Quality. 6 (1), 37-46,
Global Journal of
Commerce and
Management Perspective, 3(4):164171

Kolluru, M. (2015)

Influence of Leadership on Strategic Management–A Study of Visakhapatnam Information Techn Sector.

Strategic Management Review:

Kolluru, M.

A Study of Software Technology
Parks of India.

Indian Journal of
Management Science.

Munirudeen

Techno-Vocational Education in
Oman: A Merit Good or a Public
Good?
A Review of Literature Justifying
Interventions on Human Capital
Formation

16

Chakraborty, Manishankar;
Raghuraman

A Case Study to understand the
challenges and opportunities of
technology enabled learning in
Oman

17

Kolluru, M. (2014)

A Strategic Model for Generating
Repeat Software Contracts.

13

14

15

Splint International
Journal of Professionals

A Case Study to understand the challenges and opportunities of technology
enabled learning in
Oman(2014
Indian Journal of
Commerce and
Management Studies, 5(1).

Archers and Elevators 2015

August 2015

(February,2015)

(July- August, 2015)

January 2015,
Vol. 9, No. 1,
pp. 33-54.
ISSN:22490280,EISSN:2231279X)

Vol. 2 No. 6
June 2015

International Journal
of Humanities and
Social Sciences
(IJHSS), Issue , pp1-8.

ISSN 2229-5674
(Print), EISSN 22295674 (On line)
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HR Quiz
The HRM Section of Department of Business Studies has
conducted a “HR Quiz” for the students on 15 March, 2016.
The competition is conducted in two phases. The first was
prelims which was conducted on 9 March 2016, from 10:00
AM to 11:00 AM in room number EC 108. Students
participated in good number. About 54 students participated
in groups of three each. From which 6 groups got shortlisted
for the finals conducted on 15 March 2016. The event
started with a formal inaugural address by Dr. Siraj, HOD,
Department of Business Studies & Mrs. Reshma, HOS, HRM
Section. The competition had three rounds in which a wealth
of questions were posed to students. The participation of
the students was overwhelming. Dr.Sarangpani, Dr. Raghu
Raman & Mr. Muneerudin were the Quiz Masters. The event
was facilitated by Dr. HKS Kumar. Medals & Certificates were
distributed to the winners of the competition and was
concluded with a formal vote of thanks by Dr. Rao.

Project Report – Learn Theory, Apply
in Practice

Winners List:
First Position

 Jaber Khalfan Rashid Al Habsi
 Hamed Saif Mohammed Al Habsi
 Mohammed Hamood Al Harthy
Second Position

 Marwa Abdullah Saleem Al-Hashmi
 Zahra Saif Abdullah Al-Rahbi
 Suha Obaid Saleem Al-Hashmi
Third Position

 Sana Khaleefa Ebraham Al Mukhaini
 Narjis Hamood Said Al-Brashdi
 Amani Talib Nasser Al-Shammakhi

Student Creativity

The senior project orientation program for the Advanced
Diploma and Bachelor students of the Department of
Business Studies was conducted by Dr. Anil Kumar
Kanamarlapudi on 12th January, 2016 from 12.00 noon to
1.30 pm in BS 104. The program was aimed to provide the
necessary inputs to the students regarding the research
methodology and referencing rules to be followed. A
thorough enlightenment on how to avoid plagiarism in the
research reports was also made. The students from HRM
specialization and Accounting and Finance have attended the
program.
“Speed is useful only if you are running in the
right direction.”
- Joel Barker, Future Edge

Created by Jumana Al Raqi
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Transformation from Students to buddying Managers
– Challenges and Opportunities
The Department of Business organized a seminar on
“Transformation from Students to buddying managers challenges and opportunities” on 21st October 2015. Dr.
Surender, Adjunct Professor at Center for Economic and
Social Studies Hyderabad, India, handled the session. Brief
Description about the event Dr. Siraj commenced the session
by welcoming the Guest as well as audience and introduced
the Guest Speaker. With the vivid experience of the speaker
spread over a span of more than 40 years, Dr. Siraj quoted a
few key expertise areas and strengths of the speaker.
Dr. Surender started the session with mentioning of the need
of the hour. He said that the students should aspire to be not
only job seekers but job creators as well. To support, he said
that in the wake of globalization and highly competitive
markets, one has to prove how he/she is different than
others as only different people would be successful in the
society. He urged students to think that Government is
spending money on development of the nation in terms of
infrastructure, manpower, education, training and so on but
what is remaining on our part should be to repay the same by
way of contributing in the development. He also explained
the prerequisites of being different:
a) Strong Conceptual Understanding of your area of
specialization
b) Urge to possess the entrepreneurial skills including
readiness to take risks

c) Current and updated knowledge of the affairs on national
and international fronts at least in the area of
specialization
d) Innovative ideas and open mind for new approaches and
views
e) Strong Communication Skills
To support, he also gave an idea to the students that a
project on the demography of Ibra entrepreneurs could also
help them getting a good knowledge and value addition with
the database help to the Government as well.
At the end, students clarified their queries and doubts with
regard to the session.

Workshop on “Need for Proper Diet”
The Health and safety committee of Business department
organized a workshop on “Need for Proper Diet” on 19 th
April, 2016. Dr. Warda Nasser Battashi, Mr. Salam Nasser AlSubaei &
Mr. Husam Hamed Al-Hajri, from Ibra Hospital has been
lead the workshop. Mrs. Ansa initiated the session with a key
note that how health is an integral part of one’ life. She also
added that this thought has taken the action by Health and
Safety Committee of Business Department, ICT in the form of
formal session on the topic. Dr. Moemen issued a welcome
address for the guests and introduced them.
Dr. Warda started the session with the concept of food diet.
She brought the attention of the audience to a few
commonly observed factors like food hazards, food
poisoning, cleaning of hands, hygiene, disposal of waste etc.
She also explained the three important hazards for food
which could prove fatal to the life of the humans viz;
Physical, Chemical and Biological. Followed by the

preliminary introduction, she explained the things in detailed
manner. To quote, she gave an example of cross
contamination in which transfer of bacteria from one place
to other. She shared one interesting fact that the food
poisoning intensity and seriousness depends upon the
quantity of bacteria going to stomach, reaction of body on
the same. Based on this, the duration for which and within
which the food poisoning could take place varies. She
explained the different types of bacteria and their growth
patterns along with the precautions to be taken.
Mr. Salam shared his views on the health and safety at work
place. Health, Safety and Risk Assessment were scientifically
defined by him with the explanation for meanings of the
same. He gave the three tier concept of how the health and
safety of the people at work place could be maintained
legally, logically and financially. He added that the two
factors crucial for health and safety of the employees at work
place are work environment and/ or employees on their own.
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Mr. Husam commenced the session by showing some
pictures of the incidents which have remained to be the
examples of how the fire extinguishing system should not be.
It aroused the interest of the audience on this crucial but
commonly neglected issue of safety from fire. He shared the
concept of Fire Triangle which states that the fire starts only
with the help of three factors, Heat, Oxygen and Fuel.
Targeting either or each of them would certainly extinguish

the fire. As all three of them are inevitable to begin with or
continue the fire, the attempt to break any one factor would
also suffice the purpose if not all, he added. He also
mentioned the three ways in which fire gets spread.
The felicitation of three experts took place at the hands of
HOD-Business Studies, HOD- Engineering Department and
HOS – Multimedia respectively felicitated the three speakers.

New Student Induction
The Department of Business Studies conducted New Student
Induction Program on 16th September 2015. Mr. Salim
Musalam Al-Weheibi, Head of Counselling, Student Affairs
Department, ICT, has been lead the program. The program
started with an introduction about the college Vision and
Mission statement and about the Business Studies
Department and proceeded with the study structure, list of
courses, levels, prerequisite courses, passing grades,
academic probation, attendance and warning, OJT etc. The
program also highlighted on the infrastructure facilities,
societies and student forums, annual events, etc. to the new
students to make them aware about the academic and extra
-curricular programs of the college and the department. The
students were provided with an induction program
handbook which has detailed information that was delivered
to them in the program.
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STAFF PARTICIPATION IN EVENTS OUTSIDE COLLEGE
Name of Staff

: Dr. Siraj K.K

Conference Title

: COMEX

Date of Conference : 14th April 2016
Topic Presented

: Banking in Millennium – Customers’ expectations from a Modern Bank

Name of Staff

: Dr. Siraj K.K

Conference Title

: GHEDEX

Date of Conference : 20th April 2016
Topic Presented

: Blended Learning – An ideal strategy
to engage students in Higher Education Institution

Name of Staff

: Dr. Raghu Raman

Conference Title

: GHEDEX

Date of Conference : 21st April 2016
Topic Presented

: Turning your education into finding a
job (Campus to Corporate)

Name of Staff

: Ms. Ansa Salim

Conference Title

: GHEDEX

Date of Conference : 20th April 2016
Topic Presented

: Learners Self Efficacy in Digital
Learning Platform – An Academic
Perspective in Higher Education

Name of Staff

: Dr. Nithya Ramachandran
Dr. Abhijit Kelkar

Conference Title

: GHEDEX

Date of Conference : 21st April 2016
Topic Presented

: Students job and development
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Staff of the Month Award Winners for AY 2015-2016
September 2015

October 2015

November 2015

December 2015

Mr. Joshi E. R.

Mr. Abdulla Thanseer

Ms. Ansa Salim

February 2016

March 2016

April 2016

Ms. Padma Losani Dayalan

Ms. Mary Pauline Sales Santos

Dr. Edukondala Rao Jetti

Dr. Raghu Raman

January 2016

Dr. Abhijit Sharad Kelkar

Students Fact Sheet
Total Number of Active Students According to Department & Gender
Department of Business Studies
Level
Diploma Second Year
Diploma Second Year
Advanced Diploma
Advanced Diploma
Bachelor
Bachelor
Diploma First Year

Specialization
Accounting
Human Resources Management
Accounting
Human Resources Management
Accounting
Human Resources Management
Total

Male
20
11
12
8
3
8
74
136

Female
54
47
13
32
14
26
146
332

Total
74
58
25
40
17
34
220
468

Dean’s Honours list (recommended) for Semester II, 2015-2016
S.No

CERTIFICTE NAME

SPECIALIZATION

SEAT NO.

STUDENT NAME

1

Advanced Diploma

Accounting

31J12116

FATMA HUMAID HAMDAN AL HABSI

2

Advanced Diploma

Human Resources Management

31J121479

Sheikha Mohammed Saeed Al-Naabi

3

Bachelor

Accounting

46J11437

4

Bachelor

Human Resources Management

31S1167

5
6

Diploma Second Year
Diploma Second Year

Accounting
Human Resources Management

31J121510
31S1260

Maryam SAlman Mubarak Al-Farsi
GHADAYER MUBARAK ALI BINI
'ARABA
Mahmood Humeid Salem Al-harbi
Hanan Marhoon Saif Al-Hasani
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Orientation Program on
Road Safety

H

ealth & Safety Committee organized an
enthralling session by none other than the person
from Royal Oman Police, Mr. Majid Al Masroori.
After the introduction and the background of the program
explained by Dr. Moemen, Mr. Majid took the charge of the
session. Initially, the audience was being briefed about the
do’s and don’ts of the road safety followed by which some
real cases were quoted by the speaker. This indeed took the
audience and especially students’ community to introspect
and understand the intensity of the issue. Sharing the real
life scenarios and photographs, Mr. Majid urged the
audience that the laws and rules and regulations would work
at their own times but what is more important is the
awareness of the safety amongst the driving community.
Rather than corrective action, preventive action could be
better and desirable choice. He explained many
technicalities and made the audience aware of the signs,
their importance, and applications and so on.
With the charged enthusiasm, students and teachers asked
several questions on road safety, use of signal signs, cameras
and radar systems installed for road safety. The initial
approach of knowing the fines and punishments for not
following the rules got transformed to knowing the
technicalities and needs for various road safety systems and
infrastructure set up provided by Royal Oman Police.
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B. Tech- HR students’
Industrial Visit

T

wenty seven B. Tech-HR students went for an
industrial visit in Information Technology Authority
(ITA), Muscat on May 23, 2016. ITA has the
responsibility of implementing national IT infrastructure
projects and supervising all projects related to
implementation of the Digital Oman Strategy while
providing professional leadership to various other eGovernance initiatives of the Sultanate.
The program started with a brief overview about ITA by Ms.
Rasha Al-Adabli. In her talk, she mentioned some of the
activities of the company and the economic development
targets 2020 which are a) Omanization; b) privatization and
c) diversification.
This was followed by a presentation by Dr.Ramin Mohajer
on Alignment of HRM and Business Strategies. They also
showed and explained some of their services like the Sas
Programme for Entrepreneurship, Sas Virtual Reality and Sas
Mobile Application Center.

The students actively participated and have shown
enthusiasm and interest as well.
They asked many
questions. It was indeed a very informative and fruitful
activity as the students learned many things from the short
visit to ITA.

The interactive and informative session added a real value to
the audience and changed the perspective of looking at the
road safety from ‘By Force’, to ‘By Choice’.

The program ended with the distribution of certificate of
attendance and gift to the students by Dr. Ramin himself.
The students were accompanied by two lecturers from the
Department.

Dr. Siraj felicitated the speaker for his excellent session with
the certificate of appreciation.

Industrial Visit Report

B

usiness Studies Department organized an industrial
visit for the students of Diploma first and second
year of Marketing and HRM sections on 25th May
2016.. The objective of the visit is “To enhance their
practical stimulation and to let them having an overview on
the activities related to “ Marketing department and HRM
department” carried out by the OMAN REFRESHMENT
CO,SAOG –MUSCAT”.
Takeaway from the visit by the students
The Oman Refreshment Company SAOG is committed to the
business integrity and as part of this commitment, the Board
supports the highest standards of corporate governance and
promote a culture of compliance, transparency and
accountability
The first session was started by Mr Nadeem (CMM)
Customer Marketing Manager explained the overview of
the company , the products they manufacture, distribution
pattern , market share of the product , the buying pattern of
the customers and the role of Marketing Personnel. The

students were taken to Plan visit to see how they
manufacture the beverages of various brands.
The second session was shared by Khalid Ahmed Abdullah Al
Shehhi (HR), L & D Section Head. Briefly explained the
recruitment and selection and HR policies of the company. He
also mentioned work culture of the company.
ORC work culture is given below
ORC is having a steady and stable growth over decades and
maintaining a topmost preferred distributor in the Oman’s
FMCG industry.
Our employee’s team work is behind this success story. We
believe that people need to enjoy their work to give their

best. Latest technologies, challenging assignments, attractive
compensation, open culture, excellent team work and good
interpersonal relationship provide the substratum on which
ORC team members can anchor their career and Develop
with the company.
Our work culture revolves around developing our people,
involving them in the growth of the organization and realizing
tangible benefits. People Development, People Involvement
and Tangible Benefits thus form the backbone of our human
resource culture.
To conclude the students enjoyed and realized that the
practical life situation is different from college life.

Students Corner
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Interview with Mr. Mubarak Al Hajri, an Omani Entrepreneur
Q.1. What ignited the spark in you to
start a new business venture?
The things started with my hobby to
collect the bees from the forest for
honey. As a matter of interest, I used
to read in the books some available
information in this aspect and
especially with regard to Oman. I
remember the purchase of two boxes
for keeping the bees which really laid
the stone for my proposed venture in
honey business. Within a span of one
year itself, number of boxes with me
turned to be 6. Within no time, the
informal hobby took the form of
formally thought and well planned
business decision.
Q2. What is your favorite aspect of
being an entrepreneur?
Being whole and sole authority for the
decision making for the business,
entrepreneur has to carry the typical
equation of risk-reward on his/ her
shoulders. If you take the risk, your
chances of getting reward go on
increasing but the reward is not the
necessary feature every time. Initial
investment supported by the creativity
at all levels are the two favorite aspects
in my opinion. Almighty has really
created this beautiful world with many
creatures. I am surprised to notice how
a small creature like honey bee could
be so much beneficial for humans, but
that’s the beauty of the story.
Q.3. What motivates you to generate
new ideas for your business?
In my opinion, creativity comes with
the areas of your interest generally. If
you have a passion for the work in the
particular field, your mind is constantly
into it and keeps on generating the
ideas. I think passion to do the work,
best possible use of free time and
exploring the various opportunities give
you more creativity.
Q.4. Why did you start a business
instead of joining a public or private
sector job?
Doing job and getting a fixed income
remain to be the calculated and

minimized risk all the time. However, in
case of an entrepreneurship, one can
utilize the time in the best possible
manner he/she would like to. Also, it
would offer a few of my fellow
residents an employment. If the person
is creative and competent, even a
moderate start with small idea could be
the big business empire one day.
Hence, I opted for doing something
which suited my interest and passion.
Q.5. From where, your organization
gets funding / capital?
Capital gets from financial institutions
and from my parents and relatives.
Q.6. How do you find people to bring
to your organization?
Initially I started working with only one
employee, that’s me! Over a period of
time, I started getting the manpower at
national level. To add, we also have a
few expatriate members to join in this
movement of mine. Anybody who is
willing to work in dedicated manner
with the passion for work is welcome in
our organization.
Q.7. According to you, what are the
five elements for starting and running
a successful business?
It is very difficult to shortlist only five
elements for a successful business as
anything done in the course of and for
running the business has to be included
for the very success or failure of the
business. However, on my experience
and values, I could name the factors
like Creativity with innovation, passion
for the work, properly planned and
coordinated efforts, best workmanship
and honesty for starting and running a
successful business.
Q.8. What were the challenges faced
at the initial stages of your business?
Startups have a typical common
challenges always. The same thing
happened to me also. Adequate capital,
technical knowledge support, decision
with regard to the scale of the
business, infrastructural set up were
the challenges faced by me.
In addition to the basic and common

challenges,
a
business
specific
challenge relating to the nature of
business remains to be the lack of
understanding of people. Especially
when transfer of bees from one place
to another is done, people being
unaware of the nature and behavioral
trends of bees, emerge to be little
hindrance in the process. However,
with the help of Ministry of Agriculture
and our team of experts from our
company, we educate the people on
continuous basis. As a result, there has
been a considerable amount of
improvement in the situation now.
Q.9. How do you market your
product? What has been your most
successful form of marketing?
In my opinion, if the product has the
best quality with the least cost, the
marketing job is done completely. We
go for the formal marketing channels
through
the
pamphlets,
media
advertisements and so on but much
emphasis is to reach the people
through various departmental stores,
malls and even a small grocery shops as
well. Rather than incurring the huge
cost of marketing of the product and
recovering it from the customer only,
we believe in delivering them a lowest
cost product with all the suitable and
cost effective techniques of marketing.

Q.10. Describe your typical day.
As this business is not only a passion
but our life, I am not able to break the
periods in day and night. I am literally
into it 24X7. That only brings us the
results which we achieve currently.
Entire team is committed by only one
objective ‘Service to the society in
cheapest possible price’. However,
formally, I start a day by 06.00. Playing
the different roles like entrepreneur,
employee, strategic planner, risk taker
and finally the seller, I finish my day
generally by 09.00 P.M.
Q.11. Is being an
affecting your life?

entrepreneur,

I would say, to a certain extent. In my
opinion, in the initial stages
entrepreneurship gives you less time to
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attend to the family members as that is
the crucial period when the plant of
entrepreneurship has to be properly
nurtured. At least in the initial phase,
work – life balance is difficult. However,
over a period of time, I ensure that
both the aspects are paid a good
attention. Even my family members
have joined me in this venture and
automatically, all are supporting each
other in the best possible manner.
Q.12. What three pieces of advice
would you give to our college students
who want to become entrepreneurs?
Students are future of the Sultanate
and much more is expected from them
in nation building. They are full of

creativity and ideas and the only thing
required is to channelize their ideas
into the concrete plans. With the
challenges in the form of oil crisis and
many more in future, entrepreneurship
is the best solution, when opted
proactively. Thanks to the efforts and
support extended by the Government
under the guidance of His Majesty. If
you take my example, Honey Bees have
really given me many things in my life
including satisfaction, returns to the
investment, customers and much more.
Any idea is not waste, only thing it has
to be tested on different parameters
before being converted as a business.

a) Keep your ideas and innovative
mind always live and working
b) Have good brain storming with the
peers, colleagues, friends, relative
and parents and last but not the
least,
Government
authorities
including banks and ministry
officials.
c) Make tremendous efforts to convert
your dream into the reality. There is
no short cut to the success. Even if
it is there, not for a long period of
time!!
- Interviewed by
Sara Mubarak Mohammed Al Hajri

Three pieces of advice in my opinion
are

Life is a Continuous Chain of Experiences

N

o one is complete. Allah is
complete all of us know this
truth. We are not protesting
Allah's wisdom. But if we are not sure
about something that then, why we not
ask who is creative? Why we are shy?
Why we deny ourselves from
experience? Try again and again no
need to be shy .Our life is experience all
around. Keep this point in the mind it
No problem if we made a mistake, but
you should learn from that mistake.
Failure at the first time is not end of the

world. On the contrary, if you fail and
tried to learn from that. You will make
a greater success. Fortunately, few of
us know the fact. Many have goal in the
life and wants achieve it and works very
hard, but could not reach where they
want. Then what? Simply they avoid it!
Have you even asked yourself why you
fail? Why you not consider your failure
as a stepping stone that will help you to
build your ladder? Push yourself in
front, Motivate yourself, you will not
lose anything. How many we read and

- By Khulood Juma Mohammed Al Senidi
listen about great personalities who
start their life by simple experiences?
Are they different from us? Try once,
twice till reach wherever you want.
Experience is the key element to being
successful in life. At the end it is
experiment of life. It shows away of our
future. Our life is in our hands. We live
it as we like, but it will not give us
whatever we want, we should be more
careful about it and be ready to meet
its difficulties.

Nothing is Impossible
- By Khulood Juma Mohammed Al Senidi
“Impossible. You are not able to do it, what you will gain?!?”
Unfortunately, the above rhetoric is something we have
unfortunately inherited from others within the proximity of
our surroundings. As result, we suddenly internalize this
within our psyche without even consciously knowing it.
Clearly, this has negative repercussions on our everyday
living. It is an epidemic. An epidemic that rages rampantly
within ourselves. Ridding the spread of this malevolent
disease requires wit. The antidote is one of substitution.

Substituting the elixir of negativity with a goblet of positivity
is the strategy. What will it cost you if you replace these
words by words that may improve and motivate you? Why
are you not changing the perspective? Turn the table around,
why you are not challenging the subliminal messages?
Our life is lump of probabilities. Don't let anything prevent

you to do anything even it seems difficult and incompatible
with your view. If you have the ability, then why not? If you
have talent try to enhance it, read more about that area
which you like. Step by step, that talent will be improved; it
will become a great thing. How many great characters started
with simple things? Never make yourself little. Don’t laugh at
your talent. Use it, you don't know how many persons do not
have this gift.
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Respect the Workers
- by Tahani Shagheil Khalif Al-Rashdi
I am really sure, in Islam there is no
difference between a person and
another person. There shouldn’t be any
discrimination between workers in an
organization.
Also treat others as you want to be

treated. I believe that if you want
others to respect you, you should
respect them first. Think about others
the way you want others to think about
you. Speak to others the way you want
others to speak to you. . Feel about

others the way you want others to feel
about you. You should deal with these
people in a friendly way to draw a smile
on their face.

Training and Development
- by Yousuf Al Habsi
Training is considered one of the most
important
elements
to
the
development of human resources in
any company. In recent years, because
of globalization and technological &
educational advance, it is necessary for
every organization to offer training to
its employees to meet these changes
and to be existing in the market for a
long time.
Training plays a significant role in
human resource development. Human
resources are the lifeblood of any
organization. Only through trained &
efficient
employees,
can
an
organization achieve its objectives.
Training and development is a function
of human resource management
concerned with organizational activity
aimed at bettering the performance of

individuals and groups in organizational
settings. It has been known by several
names, including "Human Resource
Development",
"Human
Capital
Development" and "Learning and
Development".
Training is the process of planned
programs and procedures undertaken
for the improvement of employee's
performance in terms of his attitude,
skills, knowledge and behavior. These
training and development programs
can significantly improve the overall
performance of organization.
Training and development programs
can
have
a
major
influence
organizational behavior in two aspects.
The first aspect is that training and
development allows the employee to

effectively perform his or her job. As an
employee’s abilities increases there is a
high potential that the organization’s
performance will increase. Therefore,
training and development does have a
positive
relationship
with
organizational success. And what is
even better is the fact that better
trained and developed employees are
more motivated. The second aspect of
how training and development can
influence the behavior of organizational
members is that it increases the
employee’s ability to make more
effective decisions. Employees are
more willing to accept responsibility for
their decisions and have strong desire
to place the organizational objectives
above their own.

Oman tradition through lens
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